
HURLEY 1XI vs Little Kingshill – 4th July 2009 
  

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway c Kornish b illyas 47 

D Simoes b Illyas 27 

S Taylor b Illyas 23 

J Taylor b Bambridge 5 

N Akhtar lbw b Illyas 7 

P Todd b Emmerson 20 

D Day c Kornish b Illyas 6 

N Dawkins c Bambridge b Lines 1 

M Cole c Ratnaraja b Lines 15 

D Forrest Not Out 3 

A Ridgeway Run Out 0 

 Extras 28 

 Total 182ao 

 

 

LITTLE KINGSHILL 
D Kornish b A Ridgeway 34 

L Skinner lbw b A Ridgeway 33 

R Ratnaraja c Akhtar b P Ridgeway 17 

J Ogbourne c J Taylor b Cole 10 

M Bambridge b Cole 5 

G Lines Not Out 17 

S Gale Not Out 27   

 Extras 40 

 Total 183-5 

 

N Akhtar 9-1-52-0 A Ridgeway 5.5-1-16-2 

M Cole  12-1-50-2 P Ridgeway 7-1-17-1 

D Forrest 3-0-26-0  

 

Hurley’s bold decision to suspend the moratorium on non payment of membership fees and promote 

promising colts resulted in whole sale changes to their line up, and despite the better ‘feel’ around the 

club, Hurley went down by 5 wickets to bottom of the table Little Kingshill on Saturday. The match was 

probably the swansong for Neil Dawkins a popular and rapacious batsman for the club whose hitting 

was as legendary as his tea time appetite.  

 

The Sirocco of change to sweep Hurley led to the decision to bat first, and was rewarded with an 

opening stand of 83 between Phil Ridgeway (47) and Dave Simoes (27) in good tempo in 26 overs. But 

Ridgeway fell just short of a half century playing another aggressive shot and was superbly caught at 

mid off by Kornish off Illyas (5-50). Steve Taylor (23) climbed into some delightful drives before a ground 

hugging delivery from Illyas caused his demise. Hurley’s old frailties then surfaced as all 10 wickets 

disappeared for less than 100 and only a doughty 20 from Paul Todd prevented the home side from 

falling even shorter from a par score of around 200. 

 

Hurley needed to keep things tight early on but some wayward bowling including two five ball wides 

let Little Kingshill race away to an opening stand of 72 in 15 overs through Kornish (34) and Lee Skinner 

(33). Colt Alex Ridgeway (2-16) was brought on and his booming left arm inswingers broke the 

partnership in his opening over clipping Kornish’s off stump. His fourth over also accounted for the 

dangerous Skinner as Hurley then began to make inroads into the opposition batsmen. When Mike 

Cole (2-50) had Jamie Ogbourne (10) brilliantly caught by colt James Taylor at short extra cover, the 

visitors were 131-5 and Hurley could sense a chance of victory. But Lines (17not) and Gale (27not) 

breezed through the 50 runs required leaving Hurley like Cinderella chasing the ball. Little Kingshill ran 

out a comfortable victory with a mammoth 13 overs to spare. 

 



Hurley travel to Littlewick Green on Saturday further shorn of availability but with a rejuvenated club 

boasting some very promising colts. Hurley would still like to offer a welcome to anyone wishing to join 

this friendly club set in beautiful surroundings on the banks of the Thames and whose policy is to reject 

itinerant players in favour of those wishing to contribute to a very social and progressive club. 


